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**Dates for your calendar**

**TERM 4**
16/12  Last day of Term 4 for students

More information and notes to follow, closer to the events.

**TERM 1 2016**
27/1  Teachers return
28/1  Students return

---

**Principal’s Message**

**Talent Quest**

What a talented bunch we have at LISPS! Congratulations to all of the students who participated in our Talent Quest over the past 2 weeks. Your performances demonstrated enthusiasm, skill and confidence. A very big thank you to Miss McGowan and Miss Estreich who coordinated the event and to the teachers who stepped in to judge or supervise. Our talented finalists were rewarded with an ice block for their phenomenal performances in the finale.

**Facebook**

Our current Facebook page has been closed. A new, updated Facebook page will be established in 2016 with details printed in our school newsletter.

**Happy Holidays**

Finally, I would like to wish you all a very safe and happy holiday. We look forward to seeing students in Years 1-6 back at school on Thursday 28th January 2016.

Regards,
Melissa Gibson Dean
Relieving Principal

---

**Uniform Shop News**

Open

Mondays & Thursdays 8.15–9am in the hall.

The Uniform shop will re-open on Wednesday 27th January from 9 - 11am, then on Thursday 28th January 8.15 - 9am and Friday 29th January 8.15 - 9am.

The Polo’s in sizes 6,8 and 12 are now in.

Thankyou and see you in the New Year
A Roberts
Uniform Coordinator

---

**Swimming Carnival 2016**

Last week a note was sent home about our 2016 swimming carnival at Warilla Pool. As it will be held very early in Term 1 (Week 2, Tuesday the 2nd February) we required getting the information out this year. All students from Years 3-6 and students turning 8 years old from Year 2 who are competent swimmers are required to attend. This is a compulsory school day and all students are expected to attend. The carnival is planned in such a way as to provide opportunities for maximum involvement by all students.

All students participating in 50m events and novelty events will need to be at the pool by 9.15am to enable rolls to be marked and events to start at 9.30am. Students may get dropped to the pool no earlier than 8.40am or can walk from school, with teacher supervision at 8.40am. At the end of the carnival students may return to school with their parents or walk back with staff.

Please send back the permission note and money ASAP in the new year.

Thanks
Mrs Hale
**Gymnastics Program K-2**

The Gmysports Sporting Schools Program has finished up for K-2 students. The children were exposed to a variety of gymnastics elements through fun, engaging and challenging fundamental movement activities that were suited and adapted to their age groups and skill level.

It was pleasing to see the children’s fine motor skills develop over the 4 weeks. Thank you to Gurtner Gmysports for delivering an excellent program, our kids thoroughly enjoyed it!